Literary Figures, Conceits and Metaphor
T HE CYBORG is, like the flâneur, a literary figure -and can be usefully examined as its contemporary subspecies. It shares the lineage of Centaurs, Amazons and the Minotaur, which 'define the limits of human capacity for action and power since the Greek polis -the armed, calculating male warrior. These Others disrupt the purism of patriarchal kinship and confuse the image of the warrior with "animality and woman"' (Haraway, 1990: 180) . But this extended metaphor or conceit shares another lineage, which reaches from before 19th-century naturalism right into gonzo journalism: the figure who, exaggerated, functions as a conceit or extended metaphor which highlights traits or provides a focus for a complex argument.
Inhabiting a 'social science fiction' we should not look for cyborgs of flesh and steel crossing the street. The inky cyborg is a hybrid subject of history offered as part of a new political myth. It is an immanent critique of the 'constructed' nature of a unitary womens' identity, which was intended to subvert the foundational myths of socialist feminism, whose homogeneous prescriptions limited the political relevance and analytical purchase of academic feminism. Even though avowedly feminine, Haraway's cyborg takes us beyond heteronormative notions of gender: she is a hybrid, transbeing without clear origins, fidelities or identity.
The heritage of the 'Cyborg Manifesto' includes The Communist Manifesto and cybernetics, adding information exchange to flows of capital. These cross technology, the human body and diverse organisms in interorganism exchanges of parts, prostheses and pleasures. In the context of eroding divisions between the social and natural, biological organism and technological machine, and between physical hardware and non-physical, invisible software, the 'Manifesto' was not a piece of trivial storytelling. Despite its outlandishness, the figure of the cyborg proclaims its fidelity to feminism by presenting itself as 'blasphemy' -as more faithful to feminism than even 'reverent worship and identification ' (1990: 149) .
Flâneur Kin?
In what way is the cyborg kin, maybe granddaughter, to the flâneur? To the late 19th-century European imagination of authors such as Balzac and Dumas, the overpowering stimuli of the imperial metropolis posed a challenge to the authority and composure of its residents. The city had become a foreign land to its native inhabitants. Even to early 20th-century sociologists the flâneur was a heroic everyman -masculine, controlled and as in tune with his environment as James Fenimore Cooper's Mohican braves were in their native forests (Benjamin, 1999: M 11a, 5) . 1 Anticipating the hardboiled hero of the detective novel, the flâneur pursued clues to the truth of the metropolis, attempting to think through its historical specificity, to inhabit it, even as the truth of empire and commodity capitalism was hidden from him (Messac, 1929 : 425, cited in Benjamin, 1999 
):
The eye is drawn to this man who walks right through society's laws, its pitfalls, the treason of his accomplices, like a savage of the New World amongst the reptiles, the ferocious beasts and enemy peoples. (attributed to Balzac or to Hippolyte Castine -Anon., 1846, cited by Messac, 1929 : 424 in Benjamin, 1999 ; see also Benjamin, 1989: 457) Haraway's conceit of the cyborg walks through categorical divisions such as that between fact and fiction. Ironically then, is the cyborg not also a stabilizing figure amidst the collapse of dualisms, polluted categories, transgressive hybrids and unstable fluidity? The cyborg is offered as a nonequilibrium figure, but one that can still be named and thus known, mapped and disciplined, possibly as a surrogate self for the disoriented feminist or social scientist. Embracing this equivocal figure opens a heuristic space not for judgement but learning. It allows acknowledgement and appreciation of the potential of this liminal figure, betwixt and between organism and mechanism, human and animal, abstract and material.
Just as the flâneur can be seen to be a 19th-century literary device who sought the truth of the flux of public space, so the cyborg is a science fiction literary device that encapsulates truths of genetic space. The idea and practice of the flâneur is part of the embodiment -the fitting to the body -of imperialism and 19th-century spatializations of social and economic relations. It is also the practical, tactile fitting of people to Empire; that is, to the issues and practices of popular imperialism through their own direct experience and tactile encounter with representative Others from the farflung colonies and outposts of empires.
In the pages of the novels of André Dumas or Eugene Sue, the flâneur borrows the practice of the Empire's other 'Mohicans' to reorientate himself. He scans the city and its crowds; similarly, for Walter Benjamin, a later flâneur, the decrepit arcades of Paris were a vantage point on the 19th century. Flânerie -leisurely strolling -combined an appropriation of space and time -a taking of time and of the place (e.g. Dumas, 1863) .
Tales of the cyborg are less a matter of actual, concrete mechanical or even virtual humans. They are more a matter of stories, political mythologies and a form of writing that is concerned with 'seizing the tools to mark the world' and 'recoding communication and intelligence to subvert command and control ' (1990: 175) . The textual preoccupations that bracket the claims concerning the social relations of technologies in the 'Manifesto' are notable in that they are a language politics that speaks against colonization, hetero-normative identification and origin myths. 'A cyborg body is not innocent; it was not born in a garden; it does not seek unitary identity . . . it takes irony for granted ' (1990: 180 Church (1990: 170-3) . The cyborg story brings together these sites even if this is manifest in a manner that changes depending on each 'location'. Just as women are displaced in psychoanalytical theories of language, a 'place' for women was lacking in these circuits which were understood 'only [as] geometries of difference and contradiction' which rendered women's identities Other, hybrid, unstable: cyborg (1990: 170) . It is ironic that in updating this list, one really notes the absence of 'body' as a site -an indicator of just how embodied, personalized and biological our concerns have become over the intervening years since the original publication of the 'Manifesto'.
We might ask, why place the cyborg in the material world at all? Presented as only a schematic list of dystopian locations and phenomena, the cyborg as a fiction or abstraction displaces the everyday concreteness of these material locations so that they can be rethought. If anything, the cyborg personifies; it makes visible, represents and thereby lets us get at an intangible and overarching 'informatics of domination'. Twenty years on, it is easier to name its components and characteristic gestures: first, the conversion of the world into information, whether survey data, tracking of customer purchases and preferences or genomics' four-letter language of DNA sequences. Second, surveillance via data-mining -putting two and two together across databases of personal, health and purchase information. Third, recombination of traits at the genetic level to enhance certain qualities. Twenty-first century hybrids are not so much new organisms or new animals. They are advantageous enzymes or enhanced fungi to be used in industrial processes (for example, breaking down wood chips into pulp for paper-making). The space and scale of the cyborg is nano, genomic, molecular.
What can be said about each of Haraway's sites (in the US, where the trends are quite different from -that is opposite to -those not only in Europe but even in Canada, for example)? How is the reality of Empire in these everyday sites of womens' lives changing? The following section copies the rich but schematic approach Haraway uses and refers back to it (1990: 171-3) by updating each entry and following this with a comparative comment and projection into the future. The contrasts are instructive.
Updating Haraway's Cyborg Sites: 2006
Home Women-headed households, serial monogamy . . . home-based business reinforced (simulated nuclear family, intense domestic violence). (Haraway, 1990: 170) Housewives, retrenchment of patriarchy, privatization and social classing: Vilification of female-headed households. Reactionary faith-based patriarchy. Second, third families, shared parenting, split families with a commuting parent, single-income families and stay-at-home dads. 'Faked patriarchy' in the form of fertility treatment and donor gametes. Return to the nuclear family as an institution spanning a single generation from parents to offspring. Single-family suburban house and lot with attendant maintenance and automobile-based transport as a demonstration of one's socioeconomic class. New surveillance systems (children's mobile phones, pets' RFID identity chips, General Motors' 'OnStar'). Gated communities. Privatization of consumption and risk (from private health insurance to withdrawal of public subsidies for 'rent-to-income' housing). Mass consumption of porn and emulation of its cinematic worlds and social relations. Media fascination with single-sex households. Mythification of women's desire in television drama.
These are offered as overlapping nodes in webs of power, not discrete and unitary sites. It's remarkable that 'Home' isn't broken down into its micro-geography of significantly feminized sites: the kitchen, living room, bedroom, not to mention the bathroom, laundry, garden and, today in North America, the home office. The most notable change associated with 'Home' as a dwelling site in the 'integrated circuit' is the shift in preoccupations (but not in the statistical presence in OECD countries) from women-headed households and home-working to validating patristic and patriarchal forms. Again, this is not a matter of numbers or lives but of ideology. The second shift is the 'occupation' of informational circuits by a libidinal economy of desires and taboos with an attendant shift in the modalities of embodied affection and sexuality, almost like an evaporative phase change. It is as if the subconscious occupied the communicational public spheres and 'the problem' became consciousness, ego. In a return movement, surveillance, criminalization and stigmatization of bodies and their material interactions is enhanced by information and communication technologies.
Market
Women's continuing consumption work, newly targeted to buy the profusion of new production from the new technologies . . . advertising targeting of the numerous affluent groups and neglect of the previous mass markets. . . . (Haraway, 1990: 170) Purchase of drug-and surgically-enhanced health, markets managedfor-instabilty: popularization of cosmetic and elective surgeries, from beauty creams to tattoos to body modification and Caesarean birth. Commodification of information and knowledge about consumers and inventories. Return of youth markets. Speculation, currency crises. Capitalist colonization of art, creativity and ineffable urban social 'scenes' around music, writing and graphic art. Pharmacological parenting -daily schedules attuned to children's drug regimes (attention-enhancing drugs, asthma 'puffers'). Two decades of serial, irrational exuberances in commodities (oil), housing (condos), computing (dot coms), commodities (steel, metals, oil). . . . State management of the amplitude of economic variations at the same time as increasing frequency in economic cycles (shorter bear and bull markets). Women's acceptance of personal credit-as-debt ('plastic'), vulnerability of pensions to virtual markets (Enron) and over-leveraged financial instruments (brokerage scandals) and offshoring of currency risk (US debt held by trading partners in US-denominated treasury bills).
Haraway's initial stress on women's consumption work and participation in the informal labour market has been pushed further via dataveillance, psychogeographic profiling and advertising-driven fashion cycles. A much clearer role for the state, but as an arbiter, not a guarantor, of speculation. Markets in bodies (illegal immigrants, slavery, cadavers), organs, immaterial forms of labour (call centres) and virtual females (digital female help-line and telephone directory voices) might continue to redistribute forms of attention traditionally associated with female labour and professions. Meanwhile science fiction records the desire to project digital caring into the material world via female cyborgs serving in the kitchen and female zombies serving in the bedroom.
Paid Workplace
Continued intense sexual and racial division of labour, but considerable growth of membership in privileged occupational categories for many white women and people of colour. (Haraway, 1990: 171) Women's flight from careers, flexibilization, home office, feminization of poverty. Withdrawal of educated women from paid work, flexible, low-wage employment: return of housewives in view of cultural disapproval of mothers working, the economics of child-rearing, lack of day-care, unsynchronized school hours, inflexible workplace schedules. Expansion of flexible women's labour, work-from-home and loss of unionized benefits. End of welfare, introduction of workfare. Feminization of the working poor and those on inadequate pensions.
The flexibilization of women in the labour force continues, but with a much clearer feminization of poverty inside and outside the active labour force. In contrast to most OECD countries, the dependent and vulnerable position of women in the US has expanded statistically with their withdrawal from paid work. Women's participation in the labour force now ranks amongst the lowest in the OECD -an illustration of the shift is that neighbouring Canada continues to rank amongst the highest. At the same time, US demographics see a racialized division between younger Hispanic immigrant women with unstable relationships to particular jobs, many more of whom have to leave children in the care of relatives and grandparents, compared to middle-class white women. This latter group is also divided between the experiences of younger versus 'baby-boom' women whose 'careers' as workers or as mothers spanned longer, predictable time-frames.
State
Continued erosion of the welfare state; decentralizations with increased surveillance and control; citizenship by telematics; imperialism and political power broadly in the form of information rich/information poor differentiation . . . invisibility of different social groups to each other, linked to psychological mechanisms of belief in abstract enemies. (Haraway, 1990: 171) Taxation of the middle class and end of the welfare state, rise of US unilateral military power and extraterritorial sovereignity, bioinformatic surveillance. Disincentives and restrictions on travel. Extreme military budgets and aggression against other states (Iraq). Withdrawal from or scepticism concerning transnational institutions and treaties in favour of unilateral action. Geopolitical break with Europe. Trafficking in women. Illegal migration. Inconsistent state policies toward children (literacy, health versus criminalization in the justice system, surveillance of sexuality).
Privatization and militarization continue to be watchwords for the cyborg, but the bloating of the surveillant anti-terror state and break-up of international norms and conventions, at least in the stance of the post-ColdWar American state, are notable developments. Terms such as 'Empire' and 'militarization' poorly capture the internal focus of the surveillant state on both bodies and biological processes (growing incarceration, extra-legal eavesdropping, regulation of substances). This may well continue to expand if informational technologies such as cell phones come to be treated alongside vehicles as potentially dangerous mobilities requiring licences.
School
Deepening coupling of high-tech capital needs and public education at all levels, differentiated by race, class, gender . . . growing industrial direction of education (especially higher education) by science-based multinationals (particularly in electronics-and biotechnology-dependent companies). . . . (Haraway, 1990: 171) 'Choice', curriculum change, anti-allergenic pro-pharmacological classrooms. Increased alternative curricula, home-schooling, conservative revision of curricula. Feminization of success in terms of grades in secondary and post-secondary education. Focus on women in technology, science, engineering, military at the same time as withdrawal of subjects that were stereotypically female but, nonetheless, were sources of women's identity and inter-generational solidarities (textiles, caring, drama, cooking, 'home ec'). Drug cultures from attention-deficit treatments to crack. English as a global language politics. Hopelessness of inner city schools and raced, educational ghettos.
In the 1980s, a bi-modal educational system, split geographically, racially and economically between (stereotypically) suburban whites and city-centre blacks and other racialized minorities, was the focus of equal opportunity efforts to level the playing field between races and genders. The education of women is often held to be a public health and economic cornerstone, in effect accounting for most if not all of the 20th century's sustained increase in GDP in OECD countries. Women's success in US higher education masks continuing low effective-literacy and literacy rates, not to mention low numeracy and low general scientific literacy. The 'science wars' continue in US apocalyptic culture and curriculum debates around 'intelligent design'.
Clinic-Hospital
Intensified machine-body relations . . . in relation to reproduction, immune system functions . . . new, historically specific diseases; struggles over meanings and means of health. . . . (Haraway, 1990: 171) Pandemics (AIDS, flu), biotechnology, privatization: increasing privatization of health and of levels of care, privacy and patient dignity. Assisted fertility and delayed childbirth. Rise of long-term palliative treatments for cancer and AIDS. Increased middle-class use of prostheses, including hip and joint replacement. Panic in the face of global epidemics (SARS, TB, influenza). Restructuring of health care through targeted pandemic funding, emergency-response and disease agencies rather than backbone public health care institutions (hospitals, Red Cross, WHO). Racialization of caregiving in institutions. Health informatics, genetic screening and focus away from patients to laboratory-based diagnosis and treatments originating in biotechnology and in synthetic drugs.
The feminization of care is also now clearly a racialization of caregiving, a service industry staffed by migrants from Pacific and Hispanic countries. In contrast to the 1980s, health care is clearly privatized and a range of pharmacological and surgical options available at a price, along with the use of new materials, has changed the clinic as the infrastructure and place of medicine away from a focus on doctors' and nurses' care of patients towards a focus on equipment and technology, including buildings as hosts to antibiotic-resistant bacteria and biotechnical interventions in processes that are at the molecular rather than human scale of the body.
Church
Electronic fundamentalist 'super-saver' preachers solemnizing the union of electronic capital and automated fetish gods . . . continued relevance of spirituality, intertwined with sex and health, in political struggle. (Haraway, 1990: 172) Spectacular forms of religious worship in the absence of traditional communities of faith. Political union of the midwestern fundamentalist right with the Republican Party. Rising importance of public displays of piety. Importance of apocalyptic theology in politics and culture (the Left Behind series of novels, based on the biblical book of Revelations is arguably the largest circulation fiction genre in the US, Passion of Christ, Da Vinci Code). Continued struggles over the role of women in churches. Historic power of the established church as a relatively autonomous, global institution alongside capital and Empire.
The 'Manifesto' recognized the significance of liberation theology and the power of the Church in Africa and Latin America, and nourished a hope for the Church as a moral force for political good. It also envisioned the increasing importance of televisual religion. However, it would have been hard to envision the consolidation of a culture of apocalypticism with conservative politics in the US, or the political role the Catholic Church came to play in bolstering popular revolt against the government in countries such as Poland.
Newly Emerged Sites
Besides these, several other institutions now appear amongst the preeminent sites, including the body, televisual media (with its soap operas, features and sports) as a cultural institution and, arguably, the web as a public sphere. These might be added as bracketed sites.
(Body)
This added category transcends the original set, showing the power of a cyborg analysis. As a site, the body highlights the rise, not just in medicalization and pharmacology but in generalized attention to the state, of the body in terms of workouts, diets, spa treatments and so on. This holds, even if the latter are ineffectual or if there is no actual action to deal with health issues such as obesity in the US.
(The Web)
Succeeded the Internet as a publicly used informational commons, despite notable divides in access, lack of privacy, censorship and the dominance of the English language and American conventions. Understood in part through the metaphors of the cyborg, through notions of webpages as 'places' and 'dwelling' in an online 'frontier'.
Spatial Scale and Fractal Bodies
Cyborgs' world-making in the above sites is not at the scale of the public square or the city street. This means that the above everyday sites need to be re-thought as milieux interlaced with political and biotechnical processes happening at nano-scale. The cyborg landscape is one of the skins or interfaces, surfaces for the inscription of codes. Cyborgs are both a writerly device and a molecular-or smaller-scale biotechnical idiom. Just as the silicon chip is 'a surface for writing', the cyborg is a surface for grafting onto. It operates not at the material level of the body but as a fractal body (e.g. regrowing organs and replacing body parts), at a nanotechnical scale (e.g. manipulating stem cells), with impacts which reverberate up in spatial scale and out temporally as a signal which changes the surrounding milieu. Indeed, the cyborg may even be amongst 'our best machines . . . made of sunshine; they are all light and clean because they are nothing but signals, electromagnetic waves, a section of a spectrum . . . ' (1990: 153) .
These sites and cyborg life are not within the matrixial, reproductive space of 20th-century postmodern feminisms or the body-container world of humans. They are parts of an embodied space or surface which is a milieu or site of continual regeneration and repair. Reading the updated sites against the original schema, regeneration not rebirth is the basis for reconstitution beyond founding categories of gender. The myths of birth have become stiff casts, limiting our ability to re-imagine our bodies and identities. Instead, it is the mechanisms of uncontrolled growth that might offer an understanding of the breakdown of the integrity of the individual body on the one hand, and the restoration or prosthesis of the body on the other.
Shifting attention toward the geopolitical world of the cyborg, its spatialization, leads one to ask: in what ways is this a resistant counterspace, a difficult terrain for capitalism-as-usual? Simulation (1990: 153) characterizes the fractal relations I would add to the cyborg body. The 'Manifesto' foreshadows later understandings of virtualities -intangible objects, qualities and affects which are neither abstractions nor concrete objects nor probabilities. Some of these, such as knowledge, goodwill, consumer confidence and brands, have become commodified and are essential elements of the global economy (Hardt and Negri, 2000; Hayles, 2000; Massumi, 2002; Shields, 2003) . The cyborg is neither software nor hardware but sub-molecular 'wetware' (Doyle, 2003) .
The above schema of everyday sites intersects with the spatial 'worldmaking' of the cyborg and its pragmatic qualities as a frail, virtual body called onto the political stage. Sites such as Home, Market, Paid Work Place, State, School, Clinic-Hospital and Church deserve to be re-mapped for their politics at a nano-and biotechnical scale without assuming that they are inhabited by a unitary, integrated and self-coherent political subject. How do these sites get grafted together so that the old landscape is folded over onto itself? How do they participate not only in material circuits but informational circuits? How are subjects regenerated as partial beings? How are categories of identity -such as the feminine -distributed in changing ways across not only reproductive bodies but objects and virtualities from angels to voice-based digital interfaces?
It is the clarity with which one sees the body as a missing site which is striking when thinking back to Haraway essay's date of first publication -a clarity that the thought-experiment of the cyborg contributed to. If there is one flaw in the cyborg analysis, it is the need for a figure whose scale and spatiality is implicitly portrayed as the same as the human. Perhaps the figure of the virus, a 'mote' or 'crumb' would be better. As a virtual body which crosses between the ideal and the actual, the cyborg is the limit condition of what we understand as biopolitics: 'The cyborg is not subject to Foucault's biopolitics; the cyborg simulates politics, a much more potent field of operations. . . .' This is a space without the public square and one in which the public sphere cannot be constituted in Enlightenment terms of communicative rationality.
In this space, the cyborg non-body cannot be the prime focus and bearer of the political in any Enlightenment sense. Rather than homo sacer, in a cyborg analysis we face the problem of flows, interfaces and mobilities, not the 'integrity of natural objects. . . . No objects, spaces, or bodies are sacred in themselves; any component can be interfaced with any other if the proper standard, the proper code, can be constructed ' (1990: 163) . If only because the cyborg is a constructed simulation of a body, we face the choice of either lamenting the disappearance of the political actor, and discarding the cyborg as unhelpful in restoring modernity, or moving forward with a new understanding that the content and sense of terms such as 'state', 'citizen' and 'nation' have changed. A cyborg analysis would then suggest that social and political thought needs to include an engagement with the biotechnical, its relations, objects and spaces, along with our traditional attention to the socio-technical and its laws, statecraft, and political economy (Podgorecki, 1992) .
I've argued that there is a certain kinship between these two literary conceits: like the flâneur, the cyborg is also engaged in a relational exercise, which, if only quasi-political (for the reasons outlined in the preceding paragraphs), could be acknowledged to be ethical in its gestures and spaces. That is to say, ethical in the situational sense of relational and interactive. As such, even if it isn't an 'actor' in the traditional sense, the cyborg is a situated figure of contingency and differentiation. We are directed toward local possibility, ethnographic detail and heteroglossia rather than abstract totalization and hegemony -its polar opposite would be Empire and multitude (Mookerjea, 2004) . 'Multitude' is a totalizing term -a virtuality which implicitly sends analysis in the direction of the homogenized collective. Such approaches are readily appropriated by the state because they fit with Imperial optics and models of governance of whole populations. By contrast, the local, differential and complex are the enemy. The cyborg has largely been appreciated in terms of resistance, but its political potential and weakness is to recast the terms of analysis and of engagement within the intricacies of everyday life situations.
Layering a cyborg space of nano-and biotechnology beneath the scales at which domination has been understood to operate socially and politically opens up a virtual terrain of struggle. My spatialization of the cyborg, the nano-world implied by the cyborg, puts a geopolitical point on the original story. It re-scales the political and breaches the privilege social theory has given to the spaces of the nation, community, family and individuals. We have very little understanding of what politics would be at this scale beyond critical ethnographies of laboratory practice. If the flâneur 'strolls', the cyborg's activity is simulation at a microscale.
The cyborg, as simulation, is a quasi-body. It may thus only be quasipolitical but it still reaches out, gestures. Interaction and situatedness -in the sites such as those enumerated and assayed above and in the original 'Manifesto' -brings her into the orbit of ethical relations and gestures. Relationality, as a matter of composition, offers an alternate approach to the question of the political. This pragmatic entry point to politics does not require a foundational guarantor such as a moral principle. Indeed, it is from this angle that the unassailable position of the sovereign can be seen to be vulnerable. On an ethical basis it is possible to re-ground justice beyond abstract, metaphysical moral or normative principles.
The cyborg of the 'Manifesto' stood abjectly outside of the critical tradition. Consider that a social science fiction is an odd figure to be the subject of historical destiny. The challenge was a paradigmatic reversal and refusal of the social science tradition of the historical actor: neither legislators nor interpreters, proletarian nor patrician males, agrarian communards nor romantic poets, sovereign nor homo sacer. Cyborg.
Is the cyborg less virtual to us now? Is she more squarely within our understanding of possible and concrete worlds? Both flâneur and cyborg allow us to write counter-histories of the future in which hybrids and syncretism are not outside the norms. Both figures mobilize and take over conventional notions of embodiment and our going-about-everyday-life. They sensitize us to and model necessary practices of making-sense of the present. These go beyond a laboratory or literary analysis. They bring theory to bear on the inconsistencies of everyday situations. In so doing, they offer new understandings, new worlds. Cyborg analysis suggests the body as a lived site and surface, it suggests processes of regeneration rather than rebirth, and the nano-scales of biotechnology as a potential counter-space. This challenges the privilege given to the social, the identity of world historical actors and the traditional locales and practices of politics and justice.
